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Our trip to London  

After seven exhausting hours we arrived at our youth hostel the “London House Hotel”. 

65 steps up to the 3rd floors we unpacked our suitcases and started our afternoon 

programme. We discovered Hyde Park, the amazing shopping centre Harrods and the 

Royal Albert Hall. In the evening we finished our day with a hot and spicy Indian dinner. 

On Saturday, after a long and quiet night, full of sleep and beautiful dreams, we filled our 

stomachs with toasts covered with salted butter and experienced our second wonderful 

day in London. The most fascinating attraction on this day was “The Changing of the 

Guard” that we visited together with millions of other tourists. At the end of Saturday we 

were faced to notice that London isn’t that nice as we expected. The most dangerous 

place: Starbucks. Maybe Mrs Hausberger will meet a person carrying her bag with all her 

belongings on her next trip to London again. 

The next day brought us many spectacular moments: first one pupil thought it was his 

mission to find out the temperature of Hyde Park’s lake. Then we saw the exhibitions in 

the British Museum and next some of us took photos of celebrities in Madame Tussaud’s. 

The others met strange British people at Camden market. 

The most wonderful view you get is 627 steps above London’s ground at the highest 

point of St. Paul’s Cathedral, the cupola. We celebrated our last evening in an Italian 

restaurant and went happily to bed.  

The next morning we spent our last money and free time in the streets of London.  

At Salzburg airport, snow and ice were expecting us, 17 tired Tyroleans arrived, after five 
days of more or less sunny spring weather. 

We all want to say THANK YOU to everybody who made this trip possible. Our special 

thank applies to Mrs Hausberger and Mr Matt, who shared these five long and wonderful 
days with us! 

 



 

 



 

 


